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BEAUTIFY EWING CAMPAIGN   

NORTH AND SOUTH MUNICIPAL BUILDING ENTRANCES 

INTRODUCTION 

Communities that want to be seen as welcoming and vibrant places to live, work, and play benefit greatly from 

gardens filled with beautiful plants and trees enhancing both public and residential spaces.  Beautification adds 

value to a town.  It enhances the sense of pride in the community and makes public spaces feel more 

welcoming.  Residents are more likely to shop in more welcoming commercial areas, so beautification 

enhances the economic vitality of a municipality.     

Ewing residents indicated that they agreed with those values during the Ewing Green Team’s (EGT) 2014 

Community Visioning process when they identified a Community Beautification project as one of their 21 

interests and actions areas.  EGT members Dave Byers, retired landscape architect and Isles volunteer and 

Joanne Mullowney, retired librarian and lifetime gardener, volunteered to jointly manage a Beautify Ewing 

Campaign.  

The entrances to the Ewing Municipal Building, identified by Mayor Bert Steinmann as benefitting from 

aesthetic improvement, would be an ideal focal point and way to kick off the campaign.    

PROJECT SCOPE 

The project consists of 2 planting locations each at the North and South entrances to the Ewing Municipal 

Building on 2 Jake Garzio Drive for a total of 4 beds.  The planting areas are large and will take extensive 

plantings. The beds total approximately 1500 square feet at the South location and 550 square feet at the 

Northern entrance. 

PROCESS 
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1. The EGT was alerted to Mayor Steinmann and Township Administration’s interest in improving the 

appearance of the North and South entrances of the municipal building by Council President Jennifer 

Keyes-Maloney during the fall of 2014. 

2. After receiving approval to create a plan, Dave Byers and Joanne Mullowney met with Kris Olsen from 

the Public Works Department in the later winter of 2015 to define the scope of the project. 

DAVE BYERS MEASURED THE SITE AND CREATED AN OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED BEDS AT 

BOTH LOCATIONS TO FACILITATE THE BED DESIGN. 

3. Dave also charted the amount of sunshine each location receives to assist in plant selection. 

4. Soil test samples were taken and submitted through the Rutgers Extension Service in Mercer County so 

that any soil remediation necessary for the success of the planting is considered as part of the scope of 

the project.  During soil extraction it quickly became apparent that the soil is not ideal for planting.  It 

is composed in large measure of clay and there is also a great deal of gravel under the former areas 

that were part of the concrete walkway.   If the project is to be successful, soil remediation will be 

recommended based on initial observances and finalized when the soil test results are available 

(approx. by 4/10). 

5. Sample designs and plant lists were created and submitted for review. 

6. Approval and purchase of plant materials. 

7. Good quality soil amendments from Lawrence Township composting facility are added to plots. 

8. EGT/EC volunteers and Township staff work together for a planting day(s) to install plantings. 

9. Top layer of mulch applied. 

10. Schedule for watering set up. 

11. EGT volunteers to provide training for any Township staff who would like on the care for the perennial 

plantings.  

REQUIREMENTS 

The planting selection should fulfill the following requirements: 

 Low maintenance 

 Season long color with winter structural interest 

 Beds should be neat and contained, with a shorter stature 

 Primarily permanent plantings of trees, shrubs, perennials and bulbs supplemented with a very small 

number of annuals. 

 Water requirements should be relatively low upon becoming established during the first year. 
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 Relatively deer resistant (keeping in mind that deer will eat anything if 

the conditions warrant it.) 

 

The EGT proposes that the gardens be designed with a dual purpose. They should be an ornament to the 

township municipal building and a focal point for both entrances.  In addition, we propose that with proper 

plant selection, keeping in mind the requirements noted above, the gardens also serve as pollinator gardens to 

provide food and habitat for native pollinators such as butterflies, bees, hummingbirds, etc.  This would serve 

as an excellent educational and demonstration garden for township residents. 

 

QR CODES – HIGH TECH IN THE GARDEN 

The EGT proposes the installation of 2 small signs at the north and south garden 

locations that would be equipped with QR codes that will provide detailed 

information to interested residents on the plants selected and purpose of the 

garden.   

SIMPLE STEPS FOR CREATING QR CODES     

1. Create a web page with the detailed information about each garden. 

2. Go to a free QR Code generator, such as www.QRStuff.com.  

3. Input the link from the webpage you created in step 1. 

4. Download the QR Code  

5. Copy the QR code image onto a sign or label that you are making. 

6. To view using your smart phone – download a barcode scanner app. 

7. Then read the QR code.  
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PLANT SELECTIONS 

 

EASTERN REDBUD [CERCIS CANADENSIS]  

 
Eastern redbud is a stunning native, deciduous tree of smaller 
stature, typically ranging from a mature height of 8’ to 20’, 
depending on the variety.   In maturity it has a vase shape.  It 
blooms in early spring with pink to reddish purple flowers. 
Flowering occurs before leaf growth.  After bloom, the leaves 
begin growing and gradually turn dark green.  It has a medium 
growth rate with an open and airy appearance.  Maintenance 
requirements are low after the tree is established. 

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

It attracts butterflies and hummingbirds.  It is valued by the 
northern bobwhite, cardinals, rose-breasted grosbeaks and a 
few songbirds, such as chickadees, for its seeds. It can also be 
used for nesting sites and nesting materials, and it also 
provides shelter for birds and mammals.  The tree will tolerate 
deer damage.   
 
Focal point of the two south side gardens, especially in the early spring. 

ROSA 'RADYOD' BLUSHING KNOCKOUT ROSE 

 
Blushing Knockout Roses are shrub roses, 
deciduous, with a long period of summer bloom – 
from late May to frost.  They grow 3 – 4’ tall with 
a like spread and are very effective as a hedge.  
They are a delicious light pink in color, showy and 
fragrant.  If not pruned after flowering, the 
flowers are followed by orange-red hips. They are 
tough and hardy and will tolerate some shade 
and still bloom well.  Knockout roses are 
relatively disease resistant.  They require only 
reasonable maintenance and they will reward 
you will a whole growing season of color. 
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ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

KnockOut Roses attract butterflies and bees.  They provide spectacular all season bloom.  The hedge of roses 

will be a focal point throughout the growing season and will give structure to the garden, despite the bare 

branches, throughout the winter. 

INKBERRY [ILEX GLABRA - COMPACTA] 

Inkberry is a broadleaf evergreen growing 3 – 4’ high 

and 4 – 6’ wide.  It has a small, white insignificant 

flower in May to June.  It is slow growing and 

compact.  It provides structure to the garden during 

all seasons.  It is low maintenance.  Inkberry plants 

require planting of both male and female plants for 

female berry production. 

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

Inkberry attracts birds because of its jet black berries 

which mature in early fall and persist through the 

winter to early spring.  It also tolerates deer and rabbits. 

A hedge of inkberry provides winter structure and interest, as well as being a good food source. 

JAPANESE HOLLY [ILEX CRENATA - HELLERI] 

 
Japanese Holly is a broadleaf evergreen shrub that will provide structure and winter interest in the garden.  
'Helleri' is a dwarf, slow-growing, female cultivar.  Its ultimate height is typically about 2-4 feet.  It also has 
small inconspicuous white flowers in May and thrives in sun/part sun.  Upkeep is moderate.  Plants are 
dioecious – both male and female plants are required for the female plants to flower and produce plants. 

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

Figure 1 - http://plants.usda.gov/java/largeImage?imageID=ilgl_2h.jpg 
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This is a slightly more compact hedge plant than the Ilex Glabra above, providing both all season structure and 

interest, and is deer resistant.  Birds are also fond of the berries. 

WINTERBERRY [ILEX VERTICILLATA]  

 
Winterberry is a medium height deciduous 
holly, selected for its stunning winter berry 
display.   It is native to the Northeast and has 
small greenish-white blooms from June to July.  
Winterberry thrives in full sun to part shade, 
has moderate water requirements and is low 
maintenance once established, i.e. it is 
generally disease-free and easy to grow.   The 
shrub is dioecious, meaning that plants are 
either male or female.  Generally one male, 
just as Jim Dandy will pollinate 6 – 10 female 
plants (e.g. 'Red Sprite') and yield its signature 
berry display. 

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

 
Winterberry was chosen for its stunning winter display and contribution to garden structure.  The berries are a 
good food source for fruit-eating birds such as robins, catbirds, mockingbirds, Eastern Bluebirds, and Cedar 
Waxwings.   
 

NEW ENGLAND ASTER [SYMPHYOTRICHUM NOVAE-ANGLIAE - PURPLE DOME] 

 
New England Aster is an herbaceous perennial, 
native to the eastern U.S.  It is a back of the 
border plant running 3 – 6’ tall and provides 
stunning deep pink-purple color for the August 
through September border, at a time that is 
typically the highlight of the summer doldrums.  
It does best in full sun require only moderate 
upkeep and are drought tolerant once 
established. 
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ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

 
The flowers of the New England Aster are attractive to 
butterflies and bees.  The flower nectar is an excellent source for Monarchs and other butterflies.  New 
England Aster is generally deer-resistant. 

CATMINT [NEPETA RACEMOSA  – WALKERS LOW]  

 
Catmint is an herbaceous perennial selected for its 
extremely long bloom period from April through September.  
It provides a stunning lavender blue, medium height display 
and is extremely fragrant.  Nepeta thrives in full sun to part 
shade and requires little care except shearing after the 
initial bloom period to promote re-bloom.  Its moisture 
requirements are low.   

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

Catmint is deer resistant, as well as being an attractive 

nectar source for pollinators, such as honeybees and 

hummingbirds.  These plants are the bulwark of a pollinator 

friendly garden as they provide such a long-term source of nectar. 

PURPLE CONEFLOWER [ECHINACEA PURPUREA]  

 
Eastern purple coneflower is an herbaceous 
perennial providing mid to back of the border 
pinkish purple color.  It blooms from June to 
August in full sun to part shade.  Echinacea is 
very drought resistant once established and 
requires minimal maintenance.   The daisy-like 
flowers are large and conspicuous and provide 
a very showy display especially massed in the 
border.   

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

Figure 2 Jennifer Anderson, hosted by the USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database 
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Use as an attractor for birds and butterflies in a pollinator garden.  To attract birds, 
keep the late-season flowers on the plants to mature.  The somewhat hairy stems make it deer resistant.  
 

BLACK EYED SUSAN [RUDBECKIA FULGIDA] 

 
Black Eyed Susans are a mainstay of a 
pollinator garden.  They are mid border, 
herbaceous perennials; sturdy, drought 
resistant, and prolific.  The plants are 
native to eastern North America and have 
a cheery yellow, daisy like flower atop 
medium height hairy stems.       They add 
long lasting color to the garden, blooming 
from June to October.  Planted in full sun 
to part shade, they have low moisture 
requirements and are extremely low 
maintenance.   

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

 
Use as an attractor for birds and 
butterflies in a pollinator garden.  To attract birds, keep the late-season flowers on the plants through the 
winter for seed.  The black dried out stems and seed heads provide an interesting skeletal look through the 
late fall and winter months.  The somewhat hairy stems make it deer resistant.  
 

TICKSEED [COREOPSIS VERTICILLATA] –- MOONBEAM? 

 
Moonbeam coreopsis is an herbaceous perennial and its 
height of 1.5 – 2’ makes placing it at the front to mid border 
of the garden the ideal location.  It has a showy, creamy 
yellow flower with a daisy like form.  Plant in full sun.  
Maintenance is low with minimal water requirements.     It is 
long blooming, flowering abundantly from midsummer to 
fall. 

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 
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Moonbeam Coreopsis is an excellent addition to a pollinator garden.  It is 
beloved by both butterflies and bees.   It is also deer and drought resistant.  
 

DAYLILY [HEMEROCALLIS] –HAPPY RETURNS  

 

Hemerocallis ‘Happy Returns’ is an herbaceous 

perennial, a cultivar of the well-known 'Stella de Oro' 

hybrid.  It is a miniature daylily with a maximum height 

of just over 1 foot and is suitable for use at the front of 

the garden.  It is lemon yellow and blooms from June 

until October.   It thrives in full sun to part shade and 

requires minimal maintenance, although removing 

spent blooms will increase re-bloom potential and 

additional moisture in dry periods produces more 

spectacular flowering.  Plant ‘Happy Returns’ for an 

impact statement and enjoy the fragrance.  

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

 
‘Happy Returns’ has been included in this landscape planting to attract butterflies and for their impact 
statement in the landscape.  They tolerate rabbits, but not deer. 

MINIATURE DAFFODILS [NARCISSUS] –- TETE-A-TETE AND OTHERS 

 
 
Miniature daffodils are spring flowering bulbs that 
readily naturalize in the garden.  They provide 
bring shades of yellow color to start off the garden 
season and are less than 1’ in height.  They should 
be planted in full sun to part shade.   They require 
minimal maintenance.  Miniatures are valuable in 
the garden because their spent foliage which must 
remain until dried out is less intrusive after bloom.     

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 
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Miniature daffodils provide an excellent early spring show.  They are deer and 
rabbit resistant.  They are a good investment, multiplying freely each season. 

GRAPE HYACINTHS [MUSCARI ARMENIACUM]  

  
Grape hyacinths are an excellent 
companion to the miniature daffodils 
selected for early spring bloom.  They 
are bulbs and very low growing.  There 
are a number of varieties, but the dark 
royal blue makes an excellent 
counterpoint to the bright yellow of the 
daffodils.  They should be planted in full 
sun to part shade.  They require little 
maintenance.  The bulbs go dormant in 
the summer, but produce new leaves in 
the fall.  They also naturalize well 
forming large drifts of blue color, making 
them an excellent investment. 

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

 
They provide a spectacular display in April, especially when combined with the miniature daffodils.   
Bees particularly enjoy the early blooming flowers.  Grape hyacinths are also deer resistant. 

LILYTURF [LIRIOPE MUSCARI]   

 
Lilyturf is an herbaceous grass-like perennial that is an excellent border 
plant.  Typically it grows to about 12-18" tall and forms spreading clumps 
with dark green leaves.  It sends up lavender blooms in late summer from 
August to September.  It should be planted in full sun to part shade.  
Liriope is a tough plant, requiring little maintenance, maintaining its green 
leaves through the early part of the winter, only browning at the end when 
it should be cut back before the new shoots appear.    

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

 
Selected because it is a neat compact border plant, Lilyturf begins its 
bloom period toward the midsummer doldrums.   It is deer and rabbit 
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tolerant and birds enjoy snacking on the dark blue berries that appear in late 
fall. 
 

ORIENTAL FOUNTAIN GRASS [PENNISETUM ORIENTALE - KARLEY ROSE] 

Karley Rose is an ornamental grass growing to a height of about 2 – 3.’  

It should be planted in full sun to part shade.  The maintenance 

requirements are low and the plant is drought tolerant once 

established.    Karley Rose is a striking grass which forms clumps of 

grassy foliage which produce rose purple flower spikes that flower from 

June through August.   The foliage turns yellowish tan in the fall and is 

attractive throughout the winter until it is cut down in early spring. 

ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

It has been selected for its showy three season interest (summer, fall 

and winter) and its deer resistance. 

 

 

ZINNIAS 

Zinnias are colorful annuals that 

come in a range of heights from 

dwarf to almost 4.’  They bloom 

from June until the frost.  They 

are superb pollinator attractors, 

bringing birds, bees and 

butterflies to the garden.  They 

should be planted in full sun.  

Once established, they require 

minimal care, although 

deadheading might help the plants to look a bit more attractive and encourage repeat bloom.  They should not 

be planted until after the last frost date.  They are readily available from garden centers. 
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ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE 

Zinnias are wonderful pollinator attractors.  They provide colorful season long bloom.  Use as a possible 

substitute for some of the perennials to reduce initial costs. 
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